Study objective-The aim was to assess the level of mortality related to diabetes in France. The statistics on the underlying cause of death which are published in many countries provide a very inexpensive source of data and allow important trends and changes in causes of death (and by extrapolation the morbidity of various diseases) to be followed, both within and between countries. The reliability of these statistics has been questioned.
In other countries, an underrecording of diabetes on the death certificates of diabetic patients has been reported. Design and setting-Estimated death rate of diabetic patients was calculated using (a) the actual number of death certificates where diabetes was registered either as an underlying or as a contributory cause of death, and (b) estimates of the prevalence of diabetes in the population, by sex and age group, from which expected numbers of diabetic deaths were determined.
Standardised mortality ratios were calculated using 1988 French mortality statistics as reference.
Main results-The estimated standardised mortality ratio for diabetic subjects, with diabetes registered as the underlying cause, was 036. This standardised mortality ratio increased to 092 if both the underlying and contributory causes were considered. The estimated death rate, by sex and age group, implies that diabetes has a protective effect between the ages of 45 and 64 years, particularly in men.
Conclusions-Evidence suggests that diabetes is completely omitted on the death certificates of many diabetic subjects, especially for those between the ages of 45 and 64 years. Using mortality statistics underestimates the prevalence of diabetes and its effects on public health. The difference in diabetes mortality between countries will not be reliable until there is a better registration of the causes of death in diabetic patients, and contributory as well as the underlying cause are coded and published. The statistics on the underlying cause of death which are published in many countries provide a very inexpensive source of data and allow important trends and changes in causes of death (and by extrapolation the morbidity of various diseases) to be followed, both within and between countries. The reliability of these statistics has been questioned.
Autopsy based and investigative studies in a number of countries indicate that their accuracy appears to be dependent on the particular cause of death of interest.24 It has long been recognised that there is an excess mortality in diabetic subjects, mainly due to death from cardiovascular disease. 5 Prospective studies have been able to quantify this excess mortality. In a cohort of middle aged French diabetic men, followed for 15 years in comparison with normoglycaemic subjects, the relative risk for diabetic subjects of death from all causes was 2-3 (95% confidence interval: 1 8-2-9) and for death from ischaemic heart disease 1-5 (0 3-4 6).12 In a study of British diabetic patients, the standardised mortality ratios for all cause mortality were 1-5 for men and 2-1 for women, and for ischaemic heart disease 1 9 and 2-7 respectively.'3 Further, in this study of the death certificates of 2134 British diabetic subjects (one third of whom were diagnosed as diabetic before reaching 40 years of age), 18% had diabetes recorded as the underlying cause, a further 490O recorded diabetes as a contributory cause, but the remaining 33% had no mention of diabetes.
In many countries the contributory causes of death are not coded, and in other countries they are not published. France is one of the countries which, since 1968, has coded and published not only the underlying but also two contributory causes of death. 14 There have been no published studies in France on the undercertification of death in diabetic subjects. We investigate here the death rates of diabetic subjects, using both the underlying and contributory causes of death.
Methods
French statistics for 1988 were used to give the population size and the numbers of deaths from diabetes and from all causes, by sex and by age B Balkau, L Papoz group. Death from diabetes was obtained from the underlying cause and from the two contributory causes. Over this period the International classification of diseases, revision 9,15 was used to code the causes of death; diabetes mellitus corresponds to the codes 250.0-250.9, with the final digit indicating more precisely the cause of death.
The number of diabetic persons in the French population, by sex and age group, was estimated using the prevalence of diabetes of 1 90), from a 1974-5 survey,'6 and the repartition of diabetes over sex and age groups, using the data from a 1985-6 study. '7 The death rate for diabetic subjects was estimated using the actual number of deaths registered where diabetes was the underlying cause or a contributory cause, with the estimated number of diabetic subjects as denominator. The estimated diabetic death rate was then compared with that of the population death rate, by sex and age group, by taking the ratio.
In order to compare the mortality in the diabetic population with that in the general population, estimated standardised mortality ratios were calculated, using as reference the mortality rates in the French population in 1988; the standardised mortality ratio for diabetic subjects was estimated by the ratio of the observed number ofdiabetic deaths divided by the expected number of deaths (calculated using the estimated number of diabetic subjects by sex and age class and the corresponding population rates of death by all causes). ' Monitoring the prevalence and/or the morbidity and mortality from diabetes, within and between countries, using the published figures reporting death from diabetes as the underlying cause, has severe restrictions. In France, using only the underlying cause under-records the mortality of diabetic subjects. Data from the Paris Prospective Study'2 gave a relative risk of death from all causes of 2-3 for middle aged diabetic men in comparison to normoglycaemic men. In comparison, in this study the ratio of mortality rates was under 0 5 for this age group, even when the contributory causes of death were included. Thus the death rate of diabetic subjects may need to be doubled, trebled, or even quadrupled from that given by underlying and contributory causes to arrive at the true rate of death. The prevalence we have used in the calculations was conservative in view of the increasing prevalence of the disease19; a higher prevalence would further diminish the estimated standardised mortality rates and death rates of diabetic subjects. The French death certificate'4 differs from the international form of medical certification of cause of death. 5 The underlying cause of death is the last cause certified in part I of the certificate; the international certificate has subsections a, b, and c, the French certificate has only a and b. With an aging population, diabetes is becoming more prevalent and will have an even greater significance in terms of public health. Its importance should not be judged merely on the death rates published, particularly if only the underlying cause of death is noted.
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